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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
CANAL WATERFRONTS:
A sustainable design for the Haarlemmertrekvaart in
Amsterdam
INTRODUCTION
Similarly to the waterfront areas along the seaside,
canal areas ffer the cities incredible opportunities to be
reconnected to their water’s edge, to recapture economic
investments as well as to attract people to deserted or
isolated areas. In general, he transformation approaches
aim at the architectural densification along the water
bank: they focus on the recreational use of the canal so
that the buildings located along the water are mostly
planned for commercial purpose but also for housing use.
Moreover, water is not regarded as a dynamic force (as it
was in the past), but is turned into a dormant one: the
new architectures mirror themselves in the water, while
keeping a safe distance from it. Inclusion or interaction
with water is left out.
On the contrary, thinking on a broader view and
discussing the sustainability of our environment, water
becomes a natural and essential element to focus on and
start looking beyond protection. The recent and dramatic
events of floods are a strong warning. The matter is that
we tend to think that modern engineering can solve any
problem and that the environment changes very slowly,
maybe too slow. As designers, we should be aware of
these effects and how to deal with them. This means
reconsidering our thinking and techniques on working
‘with’ water (and not against it) through our design.
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OBJECTIVES
The aim of this course is to investigate new designs of
sustainable architecture that make use of water as an
essential component of design, while dealing with the
advancing urbanization of waterfront areas. This requires
the elaboration of proposals that, on the one hand, occupy
current open spaces in order to meet increasing demand
of urbanization (housing, commercial activities, etc.) thus
reducing the amount of areas for water absorption or over
flow. On the other hand, these proposals should think of
architecture and public spaces as a ‘safety valve’ for water,
thus enabling them to store, to harvest, to recycle it, and
finally to absorb floodwater that unpredictable events
might cause. These ‘win-win’ (or ‘small-loss) strategies can
deliver multiple benefits not only to the direct users but
also to society at large, by creating attractive and valuable
spaces for the people’s enjoyment.
PROJECT
The general project area will concern the urban
waterfront section of the Haarlemmertrekvaart, which is
the oldest tow-canal of The Netherlands, built in 1631.
The well known park of the Westergasfabriek (former
gas factory) borders part of this canal. Since 1839 the
Haarlemmertrekvaart has been no longer employed for
shipping transportation but remains still in use for water
management.
Recent plans envisage the urban densification of specific
areas along the canal, the introduction of recreational
uses (bike paths and small services) and the landscape
transformation of the water edge. Everything is aimed
at better establishing the link between the canal and the
surrounding area as well as with the park of the
Westegasfabriek.

Westegasfabriek. The objective is to eventually enhance
the canal as a unique water infrastructure that pleasantly
connects the dense city of Amsterdam with the sandy
dunes of the North Sea.
SITES
Three specific areas of design have been selected
together with the members of the Municipality of
Amsterdam, who has provided the base material (digital
drawings, maps,…) for the course.
A site visit of the area is planned for the 3rd week of
the studio, during which members of the Amsterdam
municipality will give further explanation to the students
about the sites.
The three selected areas have similar size, in each of them
there are some existing building to deal with and all three
sites extend along the water, facing it with a hard or soft
edge. Briefly, the sites of design are: a) a large open space
on the west side of the Westergasfabriek to be destined
for the realization of an ‘hotel’; b) a former office building
to be remodelled for housing use; c) an ‘in-fill’ area
between the highway route and an existing hotel, whose
program is left open to the students’ creativity. Further
specifications will be given on the first day of the course.
METHOD
The design strategies elaborated in the previous design
studio will be the framework and departure point of
the new course. Each student will develop an in-depth
design for one site, with relation to one of the design
strategies developed during the previous semester, and
which will be further elaborated.
Refusing the ‘tabula rasa’ approach, the design studio will
begin with a search for those contemporary and
12

and historical characteristics that are embedded in the
site. How can these characteristics and differences be
recognised? Designing in this area is not only to respond
to a market demand but it is a challenging opportunity
to experiment with inventive programs that question the
relationship water - architecture and propose new ways
of living.
Four interrelated phases will be developed during the
design course:
1. Warming-up activity.
2. Research
3. Site impression and Analysis
4. Design proposal for the specific area.
With the exception of the first assignment, students will
experience teamwork. Each group (max 3 persons) will
include students of at least two different nationalities.

The work that will be developed by the students is
part of a larger research on the transformation of
canal waterfronts in the Netherlands. The recently
published book entitled ‘Industrial canal waterfronts in
The Netherlands. Transforming the canal zones of B5”
will be of reference for the students. The results of this
design studio will be collected in one book, which will be
made by the students. The book will be sent out to the
libraries of all Universities of place of origin of students
participating to the course. At the library of TU/e are
available the previous products.

PLUNGING INTO THE CANAL WATER
This book is the outcome of the work developed during the one
semester design studio ‘ Water and Canal Waterfronts’ at the TU/e,
Department of the Built Environment, and it concerned sustainable
designs of transformation for the Haarlemmertrekvaart canal in
Amsterdam.
During this period, international master students in their Erasmus
program by this university and Dutch ones collaborated in small
teams, and cultural and language differences provided an excellent
source that transcended national borders.
Water and climate change, and the future urban densification of the
Haarlemmertrekvaart canal constituted the main theme that students
had to deal with.
To reconsider design thinking and techniques on working ‘with’ water,
and not against it, was the requisite. How sustainable architecture
proposals can make use of water as an essential component of design,
while dealing with the advancing urbanization of waterfront areas?
This course-1.2 version - was the follow up to the one held during the
spring semester 2014. The success of that course and the learning
and design discoveries arisen from it have inspired a further and indepth study of the Haarlemmertreekvaart canal in Amsterdam. Three
selected design strategies elaborated in the previous study formed the
framework and departure point of this course.
Students plunged into the canal water!
The site visit started with a long walk alongside the water banks of the
canal, investigating architectural relationships with water, places of
permeability, continuity and breakdown of water flow, etc. Students
noted down their observations on their sketchbooks, they longed for
perceptions to record in their photos, they collected on-site material,
etc., unaware that were shaping their design background.
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In fact, this material inspired individual impression models of the canal
and helped students to sense its potential through the reading of the
perceived aspects that each individual experienced. Things were set in
motion towards their design proposals!
In order to further develop the three selected strategies, students
collaborated in small teams, going deeper into those key design
concepts, and they further elaborated them at the large scale of the
canal. Then, each student tested the design idea by developing it in
an individual design proposal at both architectural and detailed scale.
Several interrelated topics distinguished the studio: firstly, the
investigation the relationship between water and architecture;
secondly, the considerations about reuse and local history-memory;
thirdly, the exploration of ecological issues and alternative green
technologies; and lastly, the challenging opportunity to discuss a topic
of high interest for the Municipality of Amsterdam.
This book shows the creative work generated by the students, that free
of limitations have originated in new interpretations of the site, have
offered alternative uses of the canal zone, and while plunging into
the work of the previous design studio, they have provided the base
material for the formulation of ambitions by the municipality.
This work has been developed within a framework of research that
concerns the ‘Transformation of Industrial Waterfronts’. It started with
the dismissed canal zones of the Brabant region, located in the South
of The Netherlands, and slowly it is moving up to the central regions of
the country, the delta area along the Rhine-Mouse Rivers, were water
overflows demand to reshape the waterfront of many locations.
Last but not least, this publication is the first one of a new series of
e-books!
I truly hope you will enjoy reading the book!

IRENE CURULLI
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BRIDGING CHAOS TO CALM

Lisa Hrinkow

Ercan Elik

STRATEGY
CHAOS

TO

WATER AND CANAL WATERFRONTS
THE HAARLEMMERTREKVAART
REVIVING LINEARITY

CALM

M1/ M2 DESIGN STUDIO FALL - 2014
TU/e Eindhoven University of Technology
Instructor: I. Curulli
Ercan Elik | Lisa Hrinkow

WHERE

WHY
SEPERATE ZONES |BRIDGES| FRAGMENTATION| CANAL |EDGES| BORDERS |UNDEFINED| LINEARITY | URBAN CHAOS|DANGER |TRANSITIONS| ESCAPE

BRIDGING C TO C

BORDER

CHAOS
BORDER

CALM

TU/e

BRIDGING

CALM

CHAOS

CHAOS

FAST| RUSH| DANGER|
INFRASTRUCTURE|COMPLEX|
UNDEFINED| NOISY

CLASSIFICATION CALM

1

meeting point| less activities|quitness

- EXTREME SOCIAL CALM
- STANDARD SOCIAL CALM
- MILD SOCIAL CALM

2

3

possibilities| facilities|meeting point| activities

- USELESS CALM

4

- SAFE | FORBIDDEN

2
1

3

limited|relaxing

4

private space| no facilities|no entrance

I

II

III

IV

CLASSIFICATION CHAOS
- EXTREME CHAOS
- STANDARD CHAOS
- MILD CHAOS

I

crossroad| busy|noisy| different|no connection > green

III

II

limited users| accessible office buildings|fast

wannabe bridge|most used > car| wastefully

IV

noisy| danger| different users| undefined| unorganised

CALM
SOCIAL| OPEN| LIGHT| AIR| RELAX| FUN
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HOW

I Enjoy

II Break the wall - entering a new world

III Slow movement

IV Run the flow

FOCUS
- area between „Main entrance“ and „Art village“
- also between our defined spots: „Run the flow!“
and „Slow movement“
- integrate bridges into the area
- don´t forget chaos and calm
„Main entrance“ pedestrians, bikers, transport, westergasfabriek, parking,
festivals, cinema, social activities, public space,...
„Art village“ art , exhibitions, social life, workshops, artists, creativity,...
GOAL --> combine these two areas

RUN THE FLOW

Bridging C to C - Chaos to Calm

Slow movem

- Sensations
- Transitions
- Effect of materials

- integrate our strategy
- bridges are the transition
between chaos and calm
- emphasize the canal,
the water

Lisa Hrinkow

- space for art exhibi
- public square at th
- unique experience
- should express the
to the art village

WESTERGASFABRIEK | CINEMA | WESTERPARK | ART EXHIBITIONS | ARTISTS | SOCIAL LIFE | FESTIVA
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Standard social calm

Extreme chaos

My intention was to connect two water sources and to bridge the broken zone in
between. The
appearance of water should be emphazised as well as become more visible than it is
now.
The design is related to specific diagrams and to the characteristics of water. Resultant
there are three
different zones in the area of my focus. Extreme chaos, followed by extreme social calm
and standard social calm. In each part certain sensations are
produced. Humans are positively plunged into “the flow”. The impression are
strengthened by the used materials. A variety of concrete reflects the different feelings
inside.

GSEducationalVersion
GSPublisherEngine 180.46.80.29

RUN THE FLOW

Extreme social calm

GSEducationalVersion
GSPublisherEngine 180.46.80.29

GSEducationalVersion
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Section 1:100
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Floor plan 1:100
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Gunned concrete

Concrete formliners

Sandblasted concrete

Laticework
High performance concrete
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DE HAARLEMMERKADE

Robert Kuperij

Bob van den Hoven

PLUG-IN - CULTURAL INCUBATOR
‘DE HAARLEMMERKADE’

Water and Canal Waterfronts - Haarlemmertrekvaart

Students: Robert Kuperij & Bob van den Hoven | Tutored by dr. Irene G. Curulli | Semester A 2014-2015

STRATEGY
Cultural incubator

Local green island

Beatrixpark

Rembrandtpark

Garden city joint
Architype park

Activation | relaxation

Cultural hotspot
(green square)

Sports park

Zuid’s back garden

Erasmuspark

STRATEGY MASTERPLAN - Haarlemmerkade as plug-in

‘The occupy’

DE HAARLEMMERKADE - the quay as backbone
2

3 ZONES - solid | temporary | monumental

3

Pavillions

1

Harbour office /
Information centre

2

artist workshop
(existing)

pumping
station

B

1

PLUG IN CITY SCALE - connecting the canal

B

DE HAARLEMMERKADE

Markets

A

retail

A

3

Harbour docks
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restaurant
(existing)

artist workshop (existing)

EXTENSION ATRIST
VILLAGE

Robert Kuperij
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Harbour office /
Information centre

pumping
station

B

B

artist workshop
(existing)

A

retail

restaurant
(existing)

A

artist workshop (existing)

EXTENSION ATRIST
VILLAGE

Harbour docks

A village for artistic people. The set up is really as an village within the city. Angular
shapes are inspired by the nearer sluice. The front side of the buildings are a showcase,
artists can use it as working area, but it could also be an exhibition room or museum.
By variety of occupants it is interesting to walk past those showcases, which is made
possible by a internal route, guided by daylight from the roof. The back side of the
buildings are situated next to a calm pond. Here the private rooms of the houses are
located.
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BUSINESS CENTRE
SLOTERDIJK

- Stop-and-Go
- Guided Transition
- Redirect car traffic

Bob van den Hoven
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BUSINESS CENTRE
SLOTERDIJK

model section

The ‘Haarlemmertrekvaart’ is an old industrial canal that runs from the
Haarlemmerpoort in Amsterdam and connects the city with Haarlem. It flows along
the Westerpark, the Westergasfabriek and a financial business centre before passing
under the A10 highway. In this zone, the Haarlemmerkade is introduced as a boulevard
along the canal, serving as a backbone to this area. A plug-in strategy is adapted to
incorporate the project location into the green necklace of parks in Amsterdam.
At the west-end of the newly introduced Haarlemmerkade, a stop and go to the
kade has been designed. A sequence of squares invite you to the water or gradually
brings people from the Haarlemmerkade to the regular city fabric. A new building,
Business centre Sloterdijk, is inserted into the cityscape, featuring a conference centre,
rentable meeting rooms and long-stay hotel apartments.
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SITE VISIT
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WATERTRANSFUSION

Kars van Kesteren

Ellen Linder

STRATEGY
Cause of illness

Haarlem - Amsterdam
- The creation of the loop

Amsterdasme Poort

Haarlemmerpoort

Fingerparts
- The fragments from Haarlem to Amsterdam

Today

Roads

Lake
Transportation
Haarlem
Amsterdam

Canal Lake

Unused

Solution

WATERTRANSFUSION

Ringvaart

Sugar canal

Halfweg

Boring

Heritage
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Tow-path

Buildnings

THE BLUE TOWERS

- Respecting water
- Sustainability
- Triggering Curiosity

Kars van Kesteren
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Entrance view on main atrium

Section AA’ small atrium

Apartments
Oﬃces

Section AA’

Section BB’ Watersystem

Fast collecting

THE BLUE TOWERS

Floor 2
The project location is the site of the two office buildings of ING along the canal which
I redeveloped. The concept of the building is that it could be seen as some sort of
concrete tumor, now the goal is to transform it into a benign one or vital organ for
the area. Therefore the water (canal) is the protagonist and needs to be respected.
The hearts of the buildings consist of a large water tank and the building is extremely
sustainable in terms of water. There are multiple lungs or atriums inside the building
to keep the building alive but also to trigger curiosity. This is done by the way both
buildings are entered with the different xperiences of the water and the view of
openings/tunnels/routing to other spaces. Since the people are the most important
to make this a vital organ for the area the building is designed for a combination of
people: Living (students/starters), Working (office space/freelance/startups) and Visitors
(congress center/rowing club/gym/café).
44

Grey Water
storage

Green roof
slow filtration

Natural
Infiltration

Water Basin
Ca. 1 milion L
Overflow

Heat Transfer

Heat Source

Grey Water Treatment
(filter system)

Cold Source

THE BLUE TULIP

- Hotel
- Sustainability
- Rain

Ellen Linder
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Sektion: A-A

THE BLUE TULIP

0m

10m

A new hotel has been added next to Golden tulip, the existing hotel. Golden Tulip is
featured as a business hotel while the new hotel, Blue tulip, is focused on tourism. All
the buildings in the area are now focusing on handling the rainwater. Blue tulip has a
lot of different features that first filter the water and the uses it on a daily basis before it
is returned to the canal. These features are clearly shown inside of the hotel making a
visit not only comfortable but also educating.
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Lex Lagendijk

Daniela Cunha
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STRATEGY

DESCOMPRESSION
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DESCOMPRESSION

- Landmark of the
Westerpark
- Experience the
]Des[Compression]
concept
- People’s movement
concept

Lex Lagendijk
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Waterpenetration

Activities

In the urban masterplan, linearity is the main strategy used to devide the urban plan in continuous spaces
along the canal. One of the breaking elements of this continuous concept is The Westerpark Bridge. The
bridge walks over water and through nature and connects the city side to the industrial side of Amsterdam.
It functions Galleries, a viewpoint over the river, pavillion, hotel and a restaurant. Between these functions
users will experience different settings of feelings, according to the ]Des[Compression] concept, used in the
entire urban plan. To make this concept a tangible aspect in the bridge, the people’s movement concept
is set up. It is the translation from an abstract composition of different types of feelings to a architectural
design. It results in a design of an organic form, made of steel construction. Filling panels and clearings
accentuate respectively compression and descompression. In this way, the bridge reflects the urban plan
concept in a smaller and more tangible scale. It becomes a statue of the ]Des[Compression] concept and
an experience of a sequence of compression and descompression.

Plan

People’s movement concept

Impression exterior
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DESCOMPRESSION

Section

Gardencontinuity

Portrait

Daniela Cunha

DESCOMPRESSION

LIVE
the interior space
BREAK
the boundaries
LOOK
the new squares
& the canal
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FLOOR PLAN | level +1.5m

PLAN DETAIL: Individual Room

FLOOR PLAN | level +6.5m

SECTION DETAIL: Individual Room

DIAGRAM | Access

DIAGRAM | Functions
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DESCOMPRESSION

The location of the Art Village facing, in one side, the canal and the city, and the Westerfabriek park in the other, gives that area a dynamic and unique surrounding.
One of the initial assumptions was the idea of connecting the village itself, not
just by adding new spaces, but also finding the perfect balance between the new
and the existing volumes as well as living the exterior space created by them.
Having as starting point the area created by the limits of the existing buildings and then break the rules by
extending the boundaries, a new volume is created. The proposal is developed in two main levels, with a
clear separation between public and privates areas. By lifting the dorms area of the new extension, it creates a more private space inside and also frees space for a wide and covered pedestrian area underneath it.
Another particularity of the project it’s the way that every end of the volumes break the continuity by facing the new squares that are created, in the moments where the two projects meet.

FINAL PRESENTATION
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THE GREEN SEQUENCE

Patrycja Pustelnik

Carlo Laatst
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WETLAND

PRIVATE SPACES

STRATEGY

SPORTS FIELDS

PUBLIC SPACES

GREEN BUFFER:

NOT CONTROLLED

NATURAL, LOW GREEN

PATRYCJA PUSTELNIK |CARLO LAATST

ANALYSIS

WILD

NATURAL, HIGH GREEN

GREEN ROUTE

P ROP OSA LS

Legenda:
public space
residential
Urban
wetlands
village
industry/offices
green route
Allotments

C HA R A C T E R OF SPA C E S

BARRIERS

E X I ST ING G R E E N SE QUE NC E

DESTROYIN G BARRIERS

GREEN SEQUENCE

GREEN AREAS
Legenda:
park
Low green
tall green
embankment
Wetlands &
wild green
allotments
controlled green

D I FF E R E NTAT ION OF G R E E N

DETO UR

USE OPPORTUNITIES

DISCOVER WATER

be f or e

HAVE A
PA R T Y

RELAX

ENJOY
GREEN

FOCUS ON GREEN

BE SPORTIVE

BE
CREATIVE

TAKE A
BREAK

CONCEPT

AF TER

WETLAND

WATER AND CANAL WATERFRONTS
THE
HAARLEMMERTREKVAART
PRIVATE SPACES

SPORTS FIELDS

PUBLIC SPACES

GREEN BUFFER:

NOT CONTROLLED

NATURAL, LOW GREEN

WILD

NATURAL, HIGH GREEN

GREEN ROUTE

PROPOSALS
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WATER MANAGEMENT
BUILDING

- Sustainability
- Water reuse
- Green
neighbourhood
Patrycja Pustelnik
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Project

Main strategy

Green infrastructure

Design principles
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WATER MANAGEMENT
BUILDING

New infrastructure

Watem Management Building (WMB) was designed in a Masterproject ”Water and
Canal Waterfronts” studio. It was designed in within Green Strategy development plan.
Green strategy was supposed to create a sequence of different kinds of green areas
that would trigger more tourists as well as citizens. New building in Sloterdijk area is
supposed to connect all those green areas and make the maintenance easier. It will serve
for public, semi private and private areas. WMB is mainly a water cleaning machine, a
sort of a showcase for sustainable technologies for water reuse. Building will also serve as
educational centre for sustainable solutions. Visitors will get the chance to see the whole
water cleaning process and learn new possibilities for their homes. WMB will provide not
only water cleaning machinery but also educational centre, workshops and research areas.

H

- Connect to water
- Ecology
- Create opportunities
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Carlo Laatst
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THE BREATHING CITY
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The project concerns two former ING office buildings along the Haarlemmertrekvaart. The
current state of the site is a private closed area. After the transformation the building and the
site will be public. Thanks to more open space, people can connect with the waterfront. The
concept of the building is to create a multifunctional building for starters, young entrepreneurs
and urban farmers with a focus on sustainability from the technical point of view. The technical
facade utilizes green facades. Key benefits of green facades are: an improvement of thermal
behaviour, increasing biodiversity, a reduction in air pollution and an improvement of the
insulating properites of the building. The extreme use of green facades and trees in the building
isn’t only a ecological benefit but also an esthetic one. It creates a new landmark: The Green
Building of Amsterdam. The Green Sequence strategy continuates hereby vertically through the
building.
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THE BREATHING CITY
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WATERPLATFORM WESTERPARK

Tim van der Steen

Jonathan Wanders
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STRATEGY

WATERPLATFORM
WESTERPARK
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FLOAT YOUR BOAT

Tim van der Steen
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FLOAT YOUR BOAT
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LET IT FLOW
Luis Tadeo
Carratalá Collado.

Rob Goetheer
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LET IT FLOW

Luis Tadeo
Carratalá Collado.
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LET IT FLOW

The project is an urban enhancing of the Westergasfabriek area. Between the “Art Village”
and the old refrigeration tanks there is a “functional hole”. So the thing is to give an
urbanistic continuity to this area mixing the civil engineering and architecture disciplines.
The construction consists in 6 elements: 2 windmills, a feeder canal, a footbridge, the old
water tanks and an irrigation canal. Pumping water from the main canal to the irrigation
canal we build a water circuit that brings a new landmark. We used a new type of
windmills with a vertical axis that take advantage from all 360º direction wind. This water
movement permits to control the water levels of all the water bodies in the park (floods
and droughts control system). The other important thing of the water circuit is the
educational purpose. For that reason we design the footbridge, to make a visible system,
concerning people about water consumption and proper usage.

LET IT FLOW

- Floodsystem
- Nature
- Balance

Concept

Rob Goetheer
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LET IT FLOW

In a collaboration with Luis Tadeo Carratalá Collado, we designed the "Let it flow"
Strategy. Our goal was to improve the water management of the Westergasfabriek
park, enrich flora and fauna and design a flood system in case of future heavy rainfall.
My personal design was a system of housing for a floodzone in the area. The houses are
designed with a central heavy core surrounded by an air pocket, that way they houses
will stabilize when the area is flooded. The houses have their own garden on the roof
and the interior is designed in a way that you can change the one room of the house
into a bedroom, livingroom, kitchen and dining, depending on what function you want
to use at that moment. When flooded, the houses are connected by a floating road.

MODELS

Words from students
Intriguing project, in which the focus on a sustainable approach
to dealing with water did not argue with the development of
architecture, in contrary. Special credits go to our tutor Irene
Curulli who was always prepared to help and seek for the very
best solutions with you.
Bob van den Hoven

The International Design Studio opened up my view on the
personal experience of the architectural process.
The practice used by Irene it is highly complete, once it makes
the students think about the design in different scales, every
time in connection with each other. It is important to define
the urban level to approach the design level, but the way both
meet will provoke changes and reactions in both.

This project was really amazing; especially to dive into the
theme of water and the group work was a great experience. The
tutoring of I. Curulli was inspiring and helping me to get the
most out of this project, tutoring while working is for me a really
good approach.
Kars van Kesteren

Daniela Cunha

Really interesting project which combines urban planning and
relational architecture. Learned a lot of the use of water in the
urban environment!
Robert Kuperij

What I particularly remember is the approach of Why, How and
What. The method was very useful, refreshing and structured
during the project. In hindsight, I could have done some things
differently, however I still see this as one of my best projects.
Carlo Laatst

I appreciated that the project had a very specific aim and a lot
of freedom at the same time. The course gave a whole new
perspective on water and how it can contribute to architecture
in many different ways. I found a lot of support in the group
work as well as in the studio and of course from Irene. I want to
thank you all very much, you made my stay in the Netherlands
truly great!

Ellen Linder
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